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Case Study: Caledonian Plywood Company

Caledonian Plywood Company gains a
dependable platform for business growth
Overview

When the Caledonian Plywood Company first implemented Microsoft Dynamics
AX, the system was set up incorrectly in some areas, resulting in unreliable

Customer

business data. The company called upon Integrys Solutions to resolve these

One of the UK’s leading suppliers of
fully traceable plywood and a
manufacturer of bespoke doors

challenges, optimise the performance of the enterprise IT system and provide a

Situation
•

Perplexing data integrity issues

•

Poor configuration of key
business processes

•

Need for a partner with
deeper expertise

Solution
•

Optimise Microsoft Dynamics
AX to improve process
efficiency

•

Rescue Microsoft Dynamics AX
by correcting mistakes in prior
implementation

•

Support the business on an
ongoing basis

Benefits
•

Rapid resolution of set-up and
data issues

•

Stronger understanding of
financial performance

•

Increased employee
productivity

•

Improved customer experience

•

Accurate business reports to
aid decision making

•

A stable platform for
business growth

dependable platform for future business growth.

Situation
The Caledonian Plywood Company (CPC)
selected Microsoft Dynamics AX to replace an
aging enterprise resource planning (ERP)
solution that was no longer supported.
However, as soon as the new system went live,
a series of data integrity issues came to light
that had potentially huge consequences for
the business.
Most significantly, in the finance department,
the cost of sales figures that were being
generated by Microsoft Dynamics AX were
incorrect. “The business was able to function
operationally, but in the finance team we were
quietly panicking,” says Murray Falconer,
Financial Director at CPC. “We weren’t able to
produce management accounts and, if the

problems continued until Year End, we were
going to have a major audit issue.”
The partner that had installed Microsoft
Dynamics AX for CPC quickly ran out of
suggestions and was unable to find the source
of the problems. “We were having sleepless
nights because we couldn’t see a way
forwards,” Falconer admits. “Our existing
partner had come to the end of its knowledge,
so we knew we had to find another Microsoft
partner with more experience and a deeper
level of expertise.”
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Solution
After receiving a recommendation, CPC
appointed Integrys Solutions to review its
Microsoft Dynamics AX installation. The
Integrys consultants quickly identified the
mistakes in the original software set-up for
finance and corrected them, without the need
for a complete reimplementation. In addition,
the Integrys consultants reviewed the stock
management functionality, talked with users
about their requirements and removed the
badly implemented procedures, replacing them
with robust, workable solutions.

and sales teams were having to make small
talk to customers while waiting for the
software to ‘think’. CPC called upon Integrys
once again, and the firm soon diagnosed
problems in some bespoke programming
undertaken by the previous partner. Integrys
analysed the use of stock control, enterprisewide, and re-engineered the process so that it
provided valid data in a timely manner. The
result was an instant improvement according
to Falconer who says, “Overnight the system
speeded up.”

Subsequently, the Integrys consultants created
a series of important business reports for CPC,
which had either been set up incorrectly or not
delivered at all by the previous partner. “The
Integrys consultants really got under the skin
of our business,” Falconer observes. “They
understood our requirements and delivered a
suite of reports which we should have had at
our original go-live.”

Throughout the engagement, Integrys built an
excellent relationship and strong rapport with
both managers and users. CPC found that it
could trust the knowledge and experience of
the Integrys consultants and so appointed
Integrys to provide ongoing support and
maintenance. “Integrys’ consultants don’t give
off-the-cuff answers with little thought,”
comments Falconer. “They take time to listen,
empathise with the company and understand
the real issues.”

A few months later, CPC noticed that
Microsoft Dynamics AX was getting slower,
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“We have grown our turnover
by about 20% since Integrys
came on board. Without
doubt, Microsoft Dynamics AX
and Integrys are part of our
success story.”
Murray Falconer,
Financial Director,
Caledonian Plywood Company

“Microsoft Dynamics AX is
much easier to use than our
previous ERP system. Whereas
it used to take around three
weeks to produce month-end
reports, I can now do this in
just a couple of days.”
Lynn Hamilton,
Financial Controller,
Caledonian Plywood Company

Benefits
Rapid resolution of set-up issues

An improved customer experience

Integrys quickly resolved the system issues that
had perplexed CPC’s previous partner and did
so in a highly efficient and sensitive way,
gaining the trust of users in all departments
and across all three business sites. “We
thought we would have to do a complete
reinstallation and go live again, which would
have been costly and hugely disruptive to the
business,” Falconer says. “Instead, the Integrys
consultants quickly corrected our initial set-up
and optimised key business processes with
minimal business interruption.”

CPC has transformed its sales processes using
the Microsoft Dynamics AX functionality
optimised by Integrys. Paul Forrest, CPC’s Sales
Manager for the Northern Region, says,
“Microsoft Dynamics AX enables me to
provide an improved experience for our
customers. I can connect to the system in realtime from my laptop at customer sites, tell the
customers exactly what they ordered
previously, check and allocate stock and place
their orders immediately. I don’t have to tell
customers that I’ll get back to them and then
return to the office to wade through
mountains of information.”

Stronger understanding of financial
performance
Integrys’ prompt action ensured that Falconer
was confident in the integrity of the financial
data generated by Microsoft Dynamics AX
long before the deadline of Year End. The
Microsoft Dynamics AX platform now provides
CPC with instant access to valuable, trusted
information, on demand. “We have a stronger
understanding of our financial performance as
we have the ability to dig into the figures,”
Falconer says.
Increased employee productivity

“Microsoft Dynamics AX
enables me to provide an
improved experience for our
customers. I can connect to the
system in real-time from my
laptop at customer sites, tell
the customers exactly what
they ordered previously, check
and allocate stock and place
their orders immediately.”
Paul Forrest,
Sales Manager, Northern Region,
Caledonian Plywood Company

After Integrys resolved the data integrity
issues in the finance systems, the finance team
found that it could work far more productively.
“All on one screen, I can view all of the
information that I need about a customer
including all sales orders, past and present,
stock management details, full payment
history and credit limits,” says Lynn Hamilton,
Financial Controller at CPC. “We also have the
ability to download data into spreadsheets in
an instant. Microsoft Dynamics AX is much
easier to use than our previous ERP system.
Whereas it used to take around three weeks to
produce month-end reports, I can now do this
in just a couple of days.”

Accurate business reports to aid decision
making
With its strong expertise in creating reports in
Microsoft Dynamics AX, Integrys was able to
deliver all of the reports that CPC needs and
ensure that the data in them is entirely
accurate. “Now, people are looking at the
reports and considering what they show, not
wondering if the figures are right,” Falconer
says. “We have dependable data at our
fingertips, which we can use to help us make
well-informed business decisions.”
A stable platform for business growth
With Integrys’ support, CPC is now getting the
full value from its Microsoft Dynamics AX
platform and the recent integrity of this IT
platform is one of several key factors that have
helped the company to grow profitably. “We
have grown our turnover by about 20% since
Integrys came on board,” Falconer estimates.
“Without doubt, Microsoft Dynamics AX and
Integrys are part of our success story.”
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About Integrys Solutions
Integrys is Scotland’s most experienced
provider of services for solutions based on
Microsoft Dynamics AX technologies,
including Microsoft Dynamics 365 for
Finance & Operations. With our in-depth
product knowledge and long experience
of working with Scottish-based
businesses, you can trust us to provide
expert advice and hands-on support.
Integrys is a fully certified Microsoft partner.
We were the first organisation in Scotland to
be accredited to deliver Microsoft Dynamics
AX and can draw on the support of
Microsoft’s local team of solution specialists,
whenever necessary, to achieve our customers’
business goals.

Founded in 2002, we have been delivering
solutions based on Microsoft Dynamics AX
ever since the product was launched. We
have extensive experience of working with
manufacturing, distribution and project
based companies.
Integrys is a privately-owned business based
at the Eurocentral industry hub, between
Glasgow and Edinburgh. From this
convenient, central location on the M8
motorway, we can easily reach customers
right across Scotland, providing a personal
and responsive level of service.

Integrys clients include:
Caledonian Plywood Company
Ingram Brothers
James Fleming & Co Ltd
Moorbrook Textiles Ltd
Rosti Technical Plastics
Semex
Shin-Etsu Handotai Europe
Tannoy
Terasaki Electric (Europe)
Trespass International Sportswear

For more information please
contact us
Integrys Solutions Limited
2 Parklands Way
Maxim 1, Maxim Business Park
Eurocentral
ML1 4WR
T: Switchboard 0845 305 8170
T: Integrys Support 0845 305 8171
E: info@integrys.co.uk
W: www.integrys.co.uk
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